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Looking forward to another year with hunger and
passion!
Let new beginnings signify the new chapter filled
with pages of success and happiness,
written by the ink of hard work and intelligence.
May the New Year bring us more wonderful
opportunities to work together.
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New Year’s Resolutions Every Business Person Should Make
As we in a new year, it is natural to make resolutions about how you want to improve yourself in
the coming year.
1. Know How To Describe Why people Might need your help—Whether you provide a service to
your external customer or an internal customer (like a co-worker), it is easy to get caught in
describing What you do. However, your customers and co-workers might not understand what
conditions they should reach out to you for assistance.
2. Define Three Intermediate Steps for a Long Term Goal—If you have a pulse, you’ve probably
made a resolution that you did not complete. In many cases, the failure is a result of defining
the goal, but not establishing a plan to get there. A goal without a plan is just a wish. Even if
you don’t layout every single step of your goal, be sure to define the first three steps that will
get you there. For example, if your goal is to expand your business by 20% by entering a new
market, your fist three steps might be a) Define the problem you solve for that market;
b) Identify three clients who would be influential in capturing your market; c) Make a list of the
first 10 clients you plan to approach to validate the market.
3. Don’t Complain, Act. Your are not a Victim—You might complain that you are facing too
much competition. You might feel like your co-workers are not carrying their own weight. In
some communities, complaining could be an Olympic Sport. Complaining is an energy suck.
Nobody (neither your clients nor your co-workers) want to hang out with a complainer. It is easy
to fall into the trap of being a victim. You have two choices: a) “I’m, not successful because of
someone else”; or b) “Someone else is interfering with my success. This is what I need to do to
succeed in spite of them.” Instead of being a victim, think about what YOU can do to over
come obstacles. Once you overcome one major obstacle, you’ll quickly start seeing potential in
overcoming what used to seem like even bigger challenges.

4. If you Don’t Like the weather, Change your Environment—Do you know someone who
always complains about their employer? How about someone who complains about their
customers? Comedian George Carlin often said: “If you don’t like the weather…..MOVE!” Follow
the tip about not being the victim and recognize that life is too short to deal with jerks. If you
work for a bad employer, or if you have a bad client, it might be time to move on. Sometimes,
obstacles make us stronger. So, define a plan to improve your situation. If you give it a fair
shot, and don’t see your situation improve, then make a plan to move on. This is often tough to
do when you have a miserable client. See, you might “need” the revenue, and feel like you have
to “put up with” the abuse. You might be surprised at how the toxic client’s negative energy is
impacting your interaction with co-workers and other clients.
Conclusion:
Define the first few steps to achieve your long term goal, Accept that you are not a victim,
Agree to move-on from negative situations and Add value to your internal and external
customers by establishing your expertise.
Ian Altman-Forbes

Gauteng—Sales Manager
The Candidate can offer you 20 plus years, in the FMCG environment, of developing and leading sales forces and managing them
very effectively ensuring achievement of customer service levels being a priority. He is a computer literate individual with Matric,
Sales Management and Business Skill Certificates.
He have always managed to build strong relationships without compromising profitability. Involved or led the process of creating
and managing achievement of budgets for annual sales plan as well as expenditure with a non negotiable approach to achievement.
Sales admin and deadlines always handled as a non negotiable element of effective sales and sales force management. A track
record of achieving KPI’s linked to driving the “perfect store” creating a retail experience conducive to optimizing sales.
He have always thrived in a high pressured working environment with punctuality and long hours being a normal behaviour.
He has strong negotiation skills, a team player with strong interpersonal skills.
If interested in this candidate please contact Faith Solomon at 021– 201 5077 for more information

East London—Bookkeeper
The Candidate is a very presentable and well spoken young lady. She started her working career in 2005 as a Personal Assistant,
moving into a career in Sales from 2006 to early 2010, when she returned to the office environment as an Office Manager for
Treadz TyreMart, doing the full Creditors and debtors function. She has also worked for Coldex and SKG Properties doing the full
Bookkeeping function.
In her opinion a Successful Debtors/Creditors/Book keeper should have the following attributes:
• Have the ability to work accurately, meticulous and high attention to detail
• Analytical and strong reconciliation skills
• The ability to work under pressure and unsupervised
The candidate presents herself in a professional manner, has exceptional communication skills and a outgoing personality. She is
available with immediate effect and a salary expectation of R10 000 per month.
If interested in this candidate please contact Claire O’Reilly at 082 526 1228 for more information

East London—Quantity Surveyor
This Candidate came across as an extremely confident and professional candidate. He is young, ambitious, goal driven and has
the ability to work without supervision. He is able to articulate the highlights of his career to-date with enthusiasm, talking
through the track record of projects he has worked on in the last 4 and half years as a Site Technician, Junior Site Agent and Junior
Quantity Surveyor.
He describes himself as someone who has the ability to work well under stressful conditions and always strives to achieve set
goals. His objective is to gain extensive experience in the Building Environment, to uphold key values and principles as a professional, improve his knowledge and skill.
His former Manager describes him as the best Employee he has ever had, stating he is very disciplined and responsible in all
aspects of his work.
If interested in this candidate please contact Claire O’Reilly at 082 526 1228 for more information

For more Top Candidates you can also visit our website
www.intelligentplacement.co.za/employers
Top skills available in the market in various sectors.

Spreading Xmas cheer
to the needy street children in
the Helderberg area
In collaboration with ACVV Bright Lights, Somerset West, we at
Intelligent Placement, Granadilla Digital & Mobile Media Agency, Discount
Traveler & Med X Staff Solutions have endeavoured to help uplift the needy street
children of the Helderberg!
In a team effort of note, our fabulous staff have put together an assortment of gifts
that will, we hope, grant them a blessed and well deserved festive season!

